BIOGRAPHY:

Classic Beauty, Soul, Dedication, and an Amazing 5 Octave Voice is what describes the New York born
Singer / Songwriter / Actress, Linda Kiraly. Born from Hungarian parents and both musicians, it was obvious that Linda
would follow suit and catch the music bug as well. As the 1st born child, her father raised her more as his 1st son than
his 1st daughter. As she traveled around the Bronx, NY with him, she was influenced by the sounds of the city and began
studying multiple genres of music from Soul to Classical and ultimately was honored to perform at the prestigious
Carnegie Hall at the age of 13. Three years later, with her dreams in site she is suddenly uprooted as her family is
forced to relocate back to Hungary after her mother is diagnosed with ovarian cancer. For the next year while
helping her mother recuperate back to health, dealing with complete culture shock, and a language barrier,
Kiraly falls back on what has comforted her so much while she was in the states...her music.
She enrolled in Hungary's equivalent of Julliard, "Bartok Bela" Music Academy and landed the
title song for a major motion picture, "Szerelem Utolso Verig" translated "Love Til The Last Drop Of Blood".
This established Kiraly as an instant star in Hungary and was only multiplied when soon after she wrote and
recorded the theme song for the "Big Brother" TV Show (triple platinum sold), and she is hand picked by the
legendary Andrew Lloyd Webber to play the lead role of Christine in "The Phantom Of The Opera". Add in the
theme songs to Disney's "Home On The Range" Animated Blockbuster and "S.O.S. Love" Starring: Billy Zane
and Daryl Hannah. A slew of Magazine Covers were soon to follow including FHM, STYLE, COSMO, ELLE and
more as well as being the face of Samsung and Schwarzkopf Blondme.
After the release of her Debut Album, "#1" (King Music / Warner Bros)
her accolades have been numerous to say the least;
• Signed and Recorded with Production / Songwriting Team: Foster & McElroy (EnVogue, Tony Toni Tone)
• Recorded with Multi-Platinum Producer / Artist / Dj: Mousse T and Songwriter: Errol Reid
(Peppermint Studios in Hannover, Germany)
• Recorded with Platinum Producer: Livingston Brown (London)
• Heard by Record Executives Monte Lipman and Doug Morris (Universal/Republic) and after flying
her back to the states, she was signed on the spot.
• After signing, Recorded with Multi-Platinum Producers/Songwriters: Walter Afanasieff, Ryan Leslie,
Shannon & Drew, Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis,
and Rodney Jerkins who produced her debut single, "Can't Let Go" which hit #1 and has
over 3million+ youtube views.
• Released 2012 single "Untried" featuring Pras Michel and RH3 (reached #1 on radio charts)
• Wrote & Recorded "Solo" and "Move Faster" singles that also hit #1 with her brother Viktor Kiraly.
• Duet with Eric Benet on his Grammy Nominated "Love & Life" Album.
• Recorded Hungary's National Olympic Theme Song.
• Participated in Hungary's "Eurovision" Competition with her Identical Twin Brothers Ben & Viktor Kiraly.
• Currently working with Pras Michel (of the Fugees) and Roy Hamilton III.
"Her ability to translate her emotions and the story of her life into soaring melody and powerful,
heartfelt vocals is a testament to what makes her music and her voice so unique and timeless to date".

Email: lindakiralymusic@gmail.com
http://www.twitter.com/lindakiraly
http://www.facebook.com/kiralylinda
http://www.youtube.com/lindakiraly
www.kiralylinda.hu

